Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 3/3/21

- Application services have renamed “binding” to “trigger” for configuration. Additional refactoring of the services and service configuration has also been completed.
- Work to have both Device Service SDKs consume the V2 APIs has been completed.
- During the TSC meeting, it was decided that the DS working group would explore trying to update a few of the device services using the new SDK (virtual, MQTT, REST and Modbus as top priorities), to provide any early warnings or identify issues in the new APIs and SDKs.
- CoAP and GPIO device services are still in the midst of review.
- TAF tests are all passing again.
- The TestQA team is moving to a bi-weekly meeting to accommodate the Outreach and Adopter Series meetings that will occur on alternate weeks.
  - 1st and 3rd Tuesday of the month – TestQA
  - 2nd Tuesday of the month – Outreach
  - 4th Tuesday of the month – Adopter Series
- The Docker Image renaming is still on hold pending a potential Hanoi dot release need. We will change the names of the Docker images when we are 30 days from the Ireland release.
- DevOps has completed work to have email notifications on build failures to the core and devops working groups. This notification was actually used this week when we had some Nexus failures (since resolved)
  - Those wishing to be notified as well can request to be added to the notification list through Jim or Ernesto.
- Jim Wang is working on the Phase 1 of the Securing Consul ADR. This work is key to Ireland. Phase 2 is a stretch goal.
- The marketing team is starting to discuss the Ireland release and what actions/marketing efforts need to coincide with the release.
- The LF Edge board has 9 votes for the EdgeX Ready program (without any no-votes). Brett and the LF Edge governing chair are pushing for the remaining votes to come in.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Service Registry / #283 – close – to be worked in the security WG.
  - Upload threat model / #259
  - Metris / #268
  - DS Filters / #282 – close to final; last clean up being taken care of.
- Lenny, Henry and Jim presented to the TSC PRC on Feb 25th (5pm PST). The updates from our TSC were well received and we had many questions (too many to address in the time allotted). We are also awaiting the survey results from Gavin/Melvin on questions we had for the PRC EdgeX community around Consul use, profile changes and common DS connectors.
  - For the March meeting, we may look to reduce our updates to just one person in order to allow time for more questions and to allow the one person to present without a rush.
- A Memorandum of Understanding has been completed by EdgeX/LF and the Digital Twin Consortium.
  - With a unanimous opinion from TSC members present (Jim, Keith, Lenny, Tony, Iain, James, Ernesto, and Mike) the MOU is approved for signature and Jim is provide the
authority to take the next steps to explore a charter, IP policy, and potential deliverables from the liaison co-work.

- The Ireland Release target date of June 30th has been confirmed by the TSC. Target Freeze date is June 21st. The Release Czar will track this to completion over the next few months and raise issues if the dates look in jeopardy.
- Due to daylight savings time changes occurring in America on March 14th, EdgeX members are advised to watch and refresh their calendars after next week’s meetings. Brett Preston from the LF is going to update the EdgeX meetings (which are based on UTC time) to coincide with the new daylight savings time.